
Characters D20 / Homie Sapient (Near Human)

Homie Sapient

Homie Sapiens are a strange all male race of near humans. They 

are characterized by the baggy pants tied with a belt several 

inches below the waist, with boxer shorts hanging out, the cheap 

jewelry, and smoking paraphernalia. They drive flashy vehicles 

that look good but really aren't and smell like the various drugs 

they smoke. Homie Sapients are an all male species and mate with 

other humanoid females, sons of such a coupling become Homie 

Sapients while females become whatever the mother was.

PERSONALITY: They are very selfish, and tends to ignore other people unless they can make fun of

them.

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION: They looks like human but have baggy pants tied with a belt several inches

below the waist, with boxer shorts hanging out, the cheap jewelry, and smoking paraphernalia.

FLORIDIAN HOMEWORLD: Any with a humanoid species on.

LANGUAGE: Homie (distent related to Basic)

EXAMPLE NAMES: Matt, Mario, Fred.

ADVENTURERS: They rearly travel at all unless they can take their flashy vehicles with them, and if they

do they always stay close to their transport.

Homie Sapient species traits

* -2 Charisma: Homie Sapient speaks so funny that it's nearly impossible to communicate with them, so

most tend to ignore them.

*Medium-size: As Medium-size creatures, Homie Sapient have no special bonuses or penalities due to

their size.

*Homie Sapient base speed is 8 meters due to their pants.

*Automatic Language: Homie and Basic (even thou they rearly use it) 
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